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Wednesday Night, February 04, 2009

Getting tired of the same
old Winter Carnival events
year after year? Here’s a
few that would spice things
up a little bit.
Igloo building: Here’s the
plan. Get together a team
of two or three people
(or however many you feel
you can comfortably fit in
an igloo… hall social, anyone?). These people go
up to the Tech Trails with
some shovels and have to
build an igloo. Sounds easy
enough, but there would be
an added twist – you have
to live in it for some previously assigned amount of
time! If it collapses on you,
or you starve to death, or a
rogue bear eats you… then
you lose. If you survive with
minimal maulings and frostbite, then you’re eligible to
win! At that point, it comes
down to whose igloo is the
best-looking!
...see Events! on back

By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

Dear Students of MTU,
As your humble and underpaid school
President, it is my job to make sure that
everything is hunky-dory here on campus. Can’t have anyone running amuck
giving our proud university a
bad name, can we? Certainly not. It’d be a shame to
scare away potential cash
cows… er, students, just
because somebody was
out having a good time at
the expense of others.

except we wore fancy suits and puffed
pipes while we did so. Then there was
the jaunt-through-campus-with-yourshirt-off. Gee whiz, times were swell.
And let me remind you, THERE WAS
NO DRINKING!
NONE OF IT! YOU’RE ALL
GIVING MTU A BAD
NAME COMING OUT IN
THE THOUSANDS SIMPLY TO HAVE A GOOD
TIME AT OUR EXPENSE.
YOU KNOW WHO HAS
TO PAY TO CLEAN UP THIS
MESS? WE DO. Well actually

On that note, WHAT THE
you do, but you’re not supposed to
HELL DO YOU THINK
be able to read this because
YOU’RE ALL DOING!?
it’s not in caps and you’re
CAN’T YOU SEE I’M
drunk.
TR YING TO KEEP
THIS CAMPUS SAFE
I’M TOTALLY SEAND FREE FROM
RIOUS.
What are
THE LIKES OF YOU?!
people
supposed
MERRIMENT ON THIS
to think when they
SCALE SHALL NOT
BE TOLERATED! YOU WHO TURNED ME INTO A CLOWN!? come up to Tech
during Winter CarniTHERE! STOP YOUR DRINKING! PUT
val?
That
all
we
do
is have a good time
DOWN THAT SCHNAPPS LADEN HOT
running
around
in
the snow, playing
COCOA! YOU CAN’T FOOL ME!
broomball, and going to rockin’ house
Why, I remember back in my day Winter parties? OF COURSE NOT! Students at
Carnival was a time for simple festivities. Tech do none of the above until after
We even built snow statues just like you,

...see PARTY HARDY on back

WINTER CARNIVAL? WINTER CARNIVAL!?
ARE YOU SERIOUS?! IT’S WINTER CARNIVAL!
WOAH BABY, ROCK THE HOUSE!
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Starve a Cold,

Feed a Hangover
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By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

Pic o’ the Night
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New Winter
Carnival Events

Give ‘em What They Want
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“I hope that when I die, people
say about me, ‘Boy, that guy sure
owed me a lot of money.’”
~Jack Handey

...PARTY HARDY from front

...Events! from front

they’re finished their studies. As
president, I have personally made
it my sole purpose to ensure the
student body here stays on top of
their work.

Hot chocolate drinking contest:
…what? They do it with hot dogs
all the time. Granted, hot dogs don’t
burn your mouth if you eat them too
soon, and everyone will have other
beverages to be working on (LIKE
WATER, JEEZ, WHAT DID YOU THINK
I MEANT?), but surely there would
be plenty of people willing to chug
delicious hot cocoa. You could even
have marshmallow and non-marshmallow divisions (for those heathens
out there who don’t enjoy their puffy,
sugary goodness).

HEY! I KNOW FOR A FACT THAT ISN’T
JUST DIET COKE IN THAT NALGENE!
I HOPE YOU’RE 21 MISTER, OR I’LL
CALL CAMPUS SECURITY ON YOUR
ASS! Kids these days. Always getting
into trouble. Next thing you know
somebody’s gonna be passed out
and have marker drawn all over them.
I’ve seen it. I haven’t done it myself
though. No way. We were good kids
when I was here. I mean, the rabblerousers did stuff like that, but never
me and my friends. No sir.

THIS BULL IS NOW OFFICIALLY
A COLLECTOR’S ITEM. TREAT
IT LIKE A BABY. THANK YOU.

Daily Bull
KING OF ALL COSMOS
Nathan “Invincible” Miller

MAKES EVERYTHING
EPIC
2 Feet of Snow
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in a big fluffy pile of snow!
Snowball Katamari Damacy: While
at the top of the hill between McNair
and Wads, make a gigantic snowball.
Huge. Mega-huge. Then, wait for a
car to come zooming down 41 and
rooolllll! Pick up a car or two – more
points for more cars, more points for
bigger cars! The King of All Cosmos
might be disappointed in you if it’s
not big enough, but you can always
try again next year, little Prince. Thank
you for bringing back the Auto Star!

On a Collision Course of

Staying-in-from-the-cold-contest: Intergalactic Proportions
Actually, this shouldn’t be a new
By Matt “Undercover Minority” Villa
event, because I would probably
~ Daily Bull ~
win. I take to being voluntarily cold
like a sumo wrestler to the Atkins Thursday 12th, 2009. NASA scientists have just released information
WHAT DID I TELL YOU GUYS ABOUT diet.
about a huge planet side collision in
PUKING ON THE SIDEWALK?! YOU
Snowmobile
BattleBots:
Remember
our solar system that has occurred
GUYS ARE KILLING ME! IF WORD
of
all
BattleBots?
AKA
the
best
show
just recently. The scientists revealed
LEAKS OUT THAT WE HAVE THIS
time
(with
the
possible
exception
that 500 tons of Space-COQC has
MUCH “FUN” ALL NIGHT LONG,
of
Legends
of
the
Hidden
Temple)?
collided with Uranus. The SpaceEVERYBODY WILL WANT A PIECE! IF
This
is
an
engineering
school
–
why
COQC (or Space Collective Object
YOU’RE GONNA DRINK AND HAVE A
not take full advantage of it to build of Quantitative Cans) was said to be
GOOD TIME, GO LOCK YOURSELF IN
monster snowmobiles and battle comprised mostly of empty beer
YOUR ROOM! CAUSE I DON’T WANT
them? Crash! Clank! Bonk! KABOOM! cans. Further speculation has reTO SEE IT, AND I’M SURE EVERYONE
It would be brilliant. Participants vealed that majority of the cans to be
ELSE AROUND HERE DOESN’T WANT
could work in teams of four. Drivers Busch Light. The disastrous effects of
TO EITHER.
are required to wear a helmet at all the collision are shaping up to be imtimes, because there’s no possible mense, as shortly after the collision,
So. The next time you think Winter
way that something this epic could internal explosions were recorded
Carnival All-Nighter is all about having
be done with RC snowmobiles. To within Uranus.
a good time, THINK AGAIN! YOU
the death!
SHOULD BE MORE WORRIED ABOUT
A panel of scientists was brought
WHAT OTHERS THINK OF THIS FINE
Synchronized stair falling: If ping- together Wednesday to answer a
INSTITUTION INSTEAD. AND IF THAT pong can be an Olympic sport, I
few questions. One of the scientists
MEANS THEY THINK WE’RE TOTALLY think this can be a Carny event. There
explained why the collision was so
AWESOME AND ROCK HARDER THAN are people out there (myself includgreat, and why the explosions hapEVERYONE ELSE, THEN SO BE IT. ed) who fall down stairs a lot. Heck,
pened so quickly after contact, “AluCOUNT ME OUT.
there are people who trip UP the minum is a fairly light metal, but with
stairs. Why not do it with style and enough pressure and moisture, the
Yours truly,
flair! Tumble gracefully, stick a cool resulting COQC becomes extremely
snow-angel landing… all in perfect thick and dense, although still relaDr. Glenn D. Mroz.
synchronicity. Plus, you’d get to land tively small in size.”

Another Scientist on the panel commented, “It is also believed that the
massive COQC contained a small
amount of a very similar object. Collective Object Comprised of Kegs,
which in turn increased the density and even size by a significant
amount.
Investigation into where the COQC
originated lead to one Michigan Tech
University, where prior to the collision students were celebrating their
Winter Carnival. Speculation led to
a collection of fraternity houses that
banded together to launch their accumulated garbage as far from their
respective houses as possible. A
statement from one of the brothers,
“We just got our Chem. Eng. friend to
swipe something powerful from the
lab so we could blow the cans up.
We mixed some random stuff, lit it,
and BOOM, we barely even saw it
leave, it just wasn’t there anymore.”
Scientists believe that the explosion,
mixed with the snow, was just enough
to harden the bulk of cans into extremely hard and dense COQC. The
speed at which the COQC left our
planet was indeed rerecorded fast
enough to reach Uranus within the
week. A
As for the future of Uranus, only time
will tell if the internal explosions will
rip holes in the surface, or if the combustions will soon subside.

